
 

JUMVEA SAFE TRADE 1 
 This system protects your money 100% 

  
・  Overseas Buyers contact Suppliers (JUMVEA Members), 
     for orders without worry of losing money and 
     receiving no car. 
 

・  JUMVEA SAFE TRADE always protects buyers and 
      suppliers both. 
 

・   When you order a car, you must order JUMVEA Safe 
       Trade to a supplier also, it is very important for you.  
       
 

 

       

 

 

 



JUMVEA SAFE TRADE 2 
 Why your money are protected?  

・ Why your money are protected by JUMVEA 

       SAFE TRADE.  

・ The system is very simple ,reliable, and  

       trustworthy. 

・ Buyers order your favorite car to JUMVEA 

       Members. 

 



JUMVEA SAFE TRADE 3 
Why your money are protected? 

・ Buyers should send into JUMVEA Bank A/C, 
     Not to JUMVEA Member’s (Supplier) Bank A/C.  
  
     JUMVEA BANK A/C  
 
・ JUMVEA keeps your money in JUMVEA Bank A/C 
    until your Supplier send your car by shipping. 
・ JUMVEA check B/L (shipping Instruction), make 
    sure your car on board. 



JUMVEA SAFE TRADE 4 
You receive the documents for your car to ensure 

・ Buyers can received all necessary documents. 

 

 

 

・ Suppliers can receive money from JUMVEA 

      after vehicle are shipped.  

・ Both side are guarantied by JUMVEA Safe 

      Trade. 

 



JUMVEA SAFE TRADE 5 
If you can’t receive documents! 

・ A Buyer can’t receive documents from a supplier, you 
   can receive all money back from JUMVEA.     

 

・ JUMVEA guaranty your safe 100%. 
 

・ Please understand that the fee is applied only  
     ¥ 20,000 per one deal.  
     When your dealing for three cars at one deal, the 

cost is  only ¥ 20,000. 
 
  

 



JUMVEA SAFE TRADE 6 
A handling charge 1 

・ Please understand that the fee is applied only 

  ¥ 20,000 per one deal,  if your dealing for three 

  cars at one deal,  the cost is ¥ 20,000. 

 

・ When you deal with 100 cars at one deal, it is  

     ¥ 20,000 only of this deal. 

 

 



JUMVEA SAFE TRADE 7 
A handling charge 2 

・ A supplier will charge a car price + ¥ 20,000 

      (A handling charge)  with information of  

      JUMVEA Bank A/C Number. 

        

 

 

 

 

 



JUMVEA SAFE TRADE 8 
     When you do not pay a handling charge 3 

・  If a supplier does not send a handling charge, 
      should send a handling charge within 7 days.   
        

 ・  If a supplier does not send  a handling charge, 
      JUMVEA must send back money after  
      deducting ¥ 20,000 + Bank Transfer charge. 
   

 



JUMVEA SAFE TRADE 9 
Please leave it to us !!  

・ Now it is not necessary of your worry  

     regarding a dealing with JUMVEA  Members. 

・ Only JUMVEA Members can use JUMVEA 

      SAFE TRADE. 

  

  

 

 

 



JUMVEA SAFE TRADE 10 
How you can arrange? 

・ It is very simple for you arranging JUMVEA 
SAFE TRADE.  

・ Please ask your supplier (JUMVEA Member) 

  arranging for you. 

・ After you ask it, you do not worry regarding 
your money.   

 

   http:www.jumvea.or.jp 

 


